Present Situation Regarding the Consolidation of Schedules

Corrigendum

After contacts with delegations and after further checking, the secretariat has compiled the following corrections and amendments to the information contained in document MTN/TAR/W/26.
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Add for Australia:

"See also document L/1266 concerning withdrawal of concessions under Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."
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1. Add for Chile:

"See also document L/3191 concerning withdrawal of concessions under Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."

2. Replace the text for Cuba by the following:

CUB: Schedule IX

Part I - MFN

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PRL, PLM, PRM1, PRM6, PRM8
- Annecy 1949
  amended in PR1
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PR1, PRM1, PRM6, PRM8
- Geneva 1956

Part II - Preferential

- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PRM1, PRM2, PRM3, PRM4, PRM6
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM1, PRM6
- Geneva 1956

See also waiver granted to Cuba (BISD 68/27) in connexion with the renegotiation of Schedule IX and document L/1409 concerning unbinding of Schedule IX until the completion of these negotiations.

3. Change for Czechoslovakia:

"- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PR4, PR5"

to

"- Geneva 1947
  amended in PR1, PR4, PRM5"

4. Add for Czechoslovakia:

"See also document GATT/CP/23 concerning withdrawal of concessions under Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."
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Replace the text for France by the following:

FRANCE

Schedule XI

D. French Somali Coast and Dependencies

- Geneva 1947
E. French Establishments in Oceania
- Geneva 1947
  replaced in PRM1
  amended in PRM6
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM1

K. New Caledonia and Dependencies
- Geneva 1947
  amended in PRM1
  replaced in PRM6
- Torquay 1951
  amended in PRM1

M. Saint Pierre and Miquelon
- Geneva 1947
- Torquay 1951
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1. Replace line 7 of the text for India by the following:
   "(waiver), L/4323 and SECRET/232 + Add.1 (waiver)."
2. Add also for India:
   "See also documents G/77 and L/1430 concerning withdrawal of concessions
   under Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."
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Replace the three last lines of the text for Japan by the following:
"See also document SECRET/223 + Add.1 and 2 containing information on bilateral
negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an
official schedule."
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1. Add for Pakistan:
"See also document L/1293 concerning withdrawal of concessions under
Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."
2. Add:
"PARAGUAY
No schedule"
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Replace the two last lines of the text for South Africa by the following:
"(XXVIII:5), L/4251 and SECRET/233 containing information on bilateral
negotiations, the results of which have not yet been incorporated in an
official schedule."
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Add for the United States:

"See also document GATT/CP/115 + Add.3 concerning withdrawal of concessions under Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."
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1. Add for Uruguay:

"See also document L/1613 concerning withdrawal of concessions under Article XXVII, which has not yet been certified in a legal instrument."

2. Insert "(Final report)" in line 5 in the text for Uruguay after "See also document SECRET/137 + Add.1..."